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ABSTRACT 
People share their views about products and services over social media, blogs, forums etc. If someone is willing 

to spend resources and money over these products and services will definitely learn about them from the past 

experiences of their peers. Opinion mining plays vital role in knowing increasing interests of a particular 

community, social and political events, making business strategies, marketing campaigns etc. This data is in 

unstructured form over internet but analyzed properly can be of great use. Sentiment analysis focuses on polarity 

detection of emotions like happy, sad or neutral. 

In this paper we proposed an algorithm i.e. Senti Audio Visual for examining Video as well as Audio 

sentiments. A review in the form of video/audio may contain several opinions/emotions, this algorithm will 

classify the reviews with the help of Baye’s Classifiers to three different classes i.e., positive, negative or 

neutral. The algorithm will use smiles, cries, gazes, pauses, pitch, and intensity as relevant Audio Visual 

features. 

Keywords: Sentiment Analysis; Opinion Mining; Audio Visual Algorithm; Audio Features; Customer 

Reviews; Facial Expressions; Emotion Detection. 

I. INTRODUCTION
Social media like Facebook, Vimeo and 

YouTube contain huge videos about products, 

services, events and interests of individuals [2]. These 

videos can be analyzed in order to extract opinion of 

individual about these products; service etc. which 

can help peers in decision making. If reviews are 

positive then peers may go for respective products 

and if reviews are negative then peers may opt some 

substitute products [13].  

Social media contain a huge dataset in the form 

of reviews so some content level filtering technique 

should be used in order to filter out genuine reviews 

[1]. After filtering the review it is analyzed using 

SentiAudio Visual algorithm in order to assign 

polarity to it. Senti Audio Visual algorithm is 

implemented using programming language 

MATLAB
1
 and PRAAT

2
 application.  

An audio-visual input is given to the SentiAudio 

Visual algorithm and this algorithm first of all 

separates audio and video content from each other. 

The audio and video input will be analyzed in 

parallel. Ten random frames from video are collected 

(the number of frames may also depends on size of 

video); these frames are analyzed using code written 

in programming language MATLAB
1
. With the help 

of MATLAB
1
 we will extract the features like smiles, 

cries, etc. These extracted features will be compared 

with the features of Happy Set, Sad Set and Neutral 

Set. In order to increase the accuracy of the system 

we are taking differential happy postures in Happy 

Set, similarly differential sad postures in Sad Set, and 

differential neutral postures in Neutral Set.  The input 

image is compared with each and every posture in the 

respective sets. The classification of input image is 

based on percentage matching. The input image is 

classified into the respective set if it has highest 

percentage matching to any of the posture in that set. 

After analyzing all ten random frames the 

membership values of video input for each class are 

obtained in Feature Vector F1={Happy, Sad, Neutral} 

as follows: 

1
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,
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No of happy frames

No of sad frames
F

No of neutral frames






 





                    … (1) 

For example, if 6 out of 10 random frames 

matches maximum with Happy Set frame, 3 matches 

maximum with Sad Set frame and remaining 1 

matches maximum with Neutral Set frame then value 

of Feature Vector F1= {0.6, 0.3, 0.1}. Feature Vector 

F1 describes the membership values of video input in 

different classes. 

Audio input is analyzed using application 

PRAAT
2
 which will identify the audio features like 

intensity of voice, pitch, pauses, loudness etc.[17]. 
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These features are compared with threshold value in 

order to classify them as happy, sad or neutral. 

Finally SentiAudioVisual merges the result obtained 

from both the inputs in order to assign gradual 

membership values to the reviews. Since 

SentiAudioVisual involve more than one signal and 

hence can assign polarity to the reviews more 

accurately. Final classification of the video is done by 

Baye’s Classifiers which consider both audio, video 

features and results the membership values of the 

audio-visual input to the Positive, Negative, and 

Neutral classes. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Multimodal sentiment analysis has not been fully 

explored yet but has a great potential as an 

application. Many new areas like facial expressions, 

body movement, voice intensity has to be explored 

[3].  

Facial expression features can be described with the 

help of thee methods namely geometry based 

approach, appearance based approach and 

combination of the two [13] . Geometry based 

approach classify expressions based on their 

deformation of facial landmark points over time. 

Appearance based approach uses dynamics of the 

texture deformation for feature extraction. 

 

Humans communicate their emotions with the help of 

facial expressions [7]. Lots of work has been done in 

the field of face detection and face recognition, but 

here we will recognize the facial expressions in order 

to reveal prospective of a person about any product or 

a service [5]. In the era of Social Media, Customer 

always checks for past experiences of peers before 

spending money over similar products. This system 

will help in automatically detecting sentiments of 

peers from an audio-visual input. Active facial 

patches like wrinkle in upper nose region describe 

disgust expression and absent in other expressions 

[9]. Also, regions around lip corners undergo 

considerable changes for different expressions. 

Most of the researchers detected some basic facial 

expressions like anger, happiness, disgust, sadness, 

fear, surprise etc. But in order to reduce the 

complexity of the system, I am dealing with only 

three simple expressions namely happiness, sadness 

and neutrality.  

Not only expressions decides emotions of a person 

but also the paralinguistic features of speech like 

pitch, voice intensity are the signals can be used for 

affect recognition [12] . These signals used with 

video signals helps in accurately revealing emotions 

of a person. Inter-speaker variability is the main 

hurdle towards detecting the emotional state of a 

person. An emotion detection system from speech 

should compensate this inter-speaker variability [16]. 

The applications like openSMILE
3
 toolkit, PRAAT

2
 

are used to detect speech related features like Signal 

Energy, Loudness, Pitch, Voice Quality etc. There 

should be low correlation among selected features but 

high correlation among selected features with 

emotion labels. 

LBP operator is widely used as an illumination 

invariant feature descriptor. Neighboring pixel values 

are compared with the center pixel value by the 

operator in order to generate a binary number [22]. 

The pattern with 8 neighborhoods is given by 
7

0

( , ) ( )2n

n c

n

LBP x y s i i


    … (2) 

 

Where pixel value at coordinate (x, y) is ic and pixel 

values at coordinates in the neighborhood of (x, y) are 

in, and 

1, 0
( )

0, 0

x
s x

x


 

   … (3)  

The histograms of LBP image describe the feature of 

the image, given by: 

 

,
{ ( , ) }, 0,1,...., 1i x y

H I LBP x y i i n     … (4) 

Where n is the number of labels produced by LBP 

operator. Rotation invariant LBP operator can also be 

used [22].The histograms can be grouped to discover 

different features with the help of different bin 

widths. 16, 32, 256 bin histogram can be used [8]. 

 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 
 

Several videos from YouTube, Vimeo, ExpoTv, 

TechHive, Social sites etc. are studied for this 

purpose and analyzed using the SentiAudioVisual 

algorithm proposed in this paper. SentiAudioVisual 

algorithm separates audio from video and 10 random 

frames are chosen from the video. Then with the help 

of image processing like binarization, thinning etc the 

relevant features from each random frame are 

extracted, irrelevant features are filtered out and then 

matching is performed with the features of images in 

Happy, Sad and Neutral Sets [14]. 

Audio features are extracted using PRAAT
2
, 

openSMILE [4] an open source toolkit. Finally 

features from both the signals are merged in order to 

classify the video into negative, positive or neutral 

classes.
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Fig 1. Explanation of proposed SentiAudio Visual Algorithm 

 

MATLAB
1
 Image Processing System 

Some random number of frames (mostly ten) 

from video are obtained and analyzed to obtain facial 

features. Steps involved in the same are: 

Binarization 

It is the process of converting grey level image to 

binary image i.e. value 1 for active face region (facial 

landmarks) [21] and 0 for rest of the region.

 

Audio Visual 

Input AudioAnalyzer(audio, Feature 
Vector F2) 

{ 

Obtain features like pitch, intensity 
using PRAAT2 

If pitch < 337Hz then feature=Calm 

Else if pitch>337 Hz then feature= 
High pitch 

Else feature= Monotonous 

} 

 

VideoAnalyzer(Frame, Feature 

Vector F1) 
{ 

For each random frame call 

Binarization(Frame) 

Thinning (Frame) 

Feature extraction (Frame) 

Matching (Frame) 
Classification (Frame) 

} 

 

Fusion(Video 

Feature, Audio 

Feature) 

 

Baye’s 

Classifier 

{Positive, Negative, Neutral} 

Audio 

Video 

SentiAudioVisual 

Call algorithm 

AudioAnalyzer 

(audio, Feature 

Vector F2) 

 

Call algorithm 

VideoAnalyzer 

(Frame, Feature 

Vector F1) 

 

Extract 

10 

random 

frames 

Video Features 

Audio Features 
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Fig 2. Binariztion performed for various posed images (Image 1) Sadness pose and (Image 2) Anger pose using 

(MATLAB 2010a) 

Fig 3. Thinning performed for various posed images (Image 1) Sadness pose and (Image 2) Anger pose 

(MATLAB 2010a) 

 

Thinning  

It is the process of converting binary image to 

single pixel thick skeleton. It helps in extracting 

feature points correctly. 

 

Feature Extraction 

Active facial patches are extracted with the help 

of position of eyes, eye corners, eyebrow corners, lip 

corners, position of nose etc. 

Lip and eyebrow corners detection: Lips and 

eyebrow corners are detected by detecting end points 

in the thinned image. 

Eye corners and Nose detection: Eye corners and 

Nose is detected by detecting branch points in the 

thinned images. 

Matching 

While performing matching we will make three 

sets namely Happy Set containing at least three 

different happy postures, similarly Sad Set containing 

differential sad postures and Neutral Set containing 

differential sad postures. Input frame is matched 

against each frame of every set by comparing the 

distance among the feature points and percentage 

match is calculated [22]. 

 

Classification 

Classification is done to the set having frame 

with highest % match to the input frame. After 

classifying each frame to the respective set the 

membership value of visual input is calculated using 
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Equation (1) and stored in Feature Vector F1. Feature 

Vector F1 describes the degree of membership of 

visual input to each class i.e. Happy, Sad, and 

Neutral.

 

 
(a)  (b)   (c) 

Fig 4. (a) Lips from a face, (b) Lips after binarization and thinning, (c) Lips corner detected (MATLAB 2010a) 

 

 
(a)  (b)          (c) 

 

Fig 5. (a) Nose from a face, (b) Nose after binarization and thinning, (c) Nose detected (MATLAB 2010a) 

 

 
Fig 6.Matching of input frame with Different Emotions Sets (MATLAB 2010a) 

 

Audio analysis using PRAAT
2
 

Features like pitch, intensity are obtained using 

open source software PRAAT
2
. Value of average 

pitch (Pa) is obtained for entire clip. We are 

considering range from 75Hz to 600 Hz, which is the 

pitch range of normal human speech [6]. Threshold 

pitch is calculated using two extremes of the range. 

75 600

2
Threshold Pitch Hz


                     … (5) 

Now we will compare the average pitch (Pa) of 

the entire clip to the threshold pitch and obtain the 

value of Feature Vector F2 {Happy, Sad, Neutral}. If 

average pitch is less then threshold value then person 

is calm and happy [3]. If average pitch is more than 

threshold value then person is shouting and unhappy. 

If average pitch is equal to threshold than person is 

neither happy nor sad [15]. The graph in Figure 7 

shows high pitch, this is the analysis of a video of 

product review from you tube. In this video a 

customer is screaming and shouting over the ill 

functioning of that product and suggesting peers not 

to go for that product. The average pitch in the video 

is high so value of Feature Vector F2= {0, 1, 1} hence 

classified as Sad feature. 
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Figure 7. Audio analysis using PRAAT

2
. 

 

Fusion of both Audio and Video features and Baye’s 

Classifier 

Features obtained from both Video and Audio 

analyses are fused to obtain final emotion using 

Bayes Classifiers as follows [20] : 

1

1
( | ) ( | )

N

k k n

i

P E x P E x
N 

                    … (6) 

Where N is the number of classifiers, xn is the input to 

the classifier, P (Ek|xn) is the estimated posterior 

probability for class level given data, and k is the 

number of classes. Classifier results to the numerical 

value from [0 to 1] indicating the probability of given 

input belongs to that class. In our work we have three 

classes {Happy, Sad, Neutral} so values of k ranges 

from 1 to 3, two classifiers {Audio, Video} so value 

of N= 2, and estimated posterior probabilities in the 

Feature Sets F1 and F2. 

Hence membership value to Happy class can be 

calculated as: 
2

1 1

1

1
( | ) ( | )

2
n

i

P E x P E x


                                  … (7) 

Similarly for other classes also membership 

value is calculated. The results of the classifier are in 

the range from [0 to 1]. The membership values for 

all the three classes are obtained [10]. Finally based 

on the maximum membership value the audio-visual 

customer review is classified as Positive, Negative, 

and Neutral. 

 

SentiAudio Visual Algorithm: 
Input: Audio Visual Input 

 

Output: Sentiment class (Positive, Negative, 

Neutral) 

 

Steps: 

1. Separating audio and video from audio-visual 

input. 

 

2. For Video Analysis: 

Call VideoAnalyzer(Frame, Feature Vector F1) 

i. Obtain 10 random frames from video. 

ii. For each obtained frame call the following 

functions : 

iii. Binarization  (Frame) 

Threshold value is calculated using following 

formula: 

[ , ] ( )w h size Frame                                    … (8) 

0 0

( , )
w h

i j

sum pixel i j
 


                              

… (9) 

0

sum
Threshold T

w h


                                       
… (10) 

For each pixel in frame 

     If pixel (i, j)>T0 

         Then pixel (i, j) =1 

     Else 

          pixel (i, j)=0 

//convert input frame into binary form (black and 

white) 

 

iv. Thinning (Frame) 

Considering 3× 3 neighborhood for each pixel in 

input frame 

    If pixel has only one foreground neighbor do not 

delete it. 

    If pixel has less than equal to five foreground 

neighbors do not delete it. 

    If pixel is a connected component do not delete it. 

    Else delete the pixel. 

 

v. Feature Extraction (Frame) 

End points and Branch points are detected for 

each pixel pi 

 

is_end(pi) 

    Sum of 8 nearest neighbor pixels is calculated. 

    If (Sum==0|| Sum==1) 

         Then pi is end point 
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    Else  

         pi is not end point 

is_branch(pi) 

    Sum of 8 nearest neighbor pixels is calculated. 

    If (Sum==3) 

         Then pi is branch point 

    Else  

         pi is not branch point 

 

vi. Matching (frame) 

Comparing distances between extracted feature 

points of input frame to the feature points of stored 

frames in each of three sets i.e.; Happy Set, Sad Set 

and Neutral Set. 

. 100
%

int

No of Matches
Match

Total Po s




                          

… (11) 

vii. Classification (Frame) 

For each input frame: 

Assigned set= Set containing frame with maximum 

%match.  

After analyzing each frame: 

Feature Vector F1 = {Happy, Sad, Neutral} is 

calculated using Equation (1): 

1

.
,

10

.
,

10

.

10

No of happy frames

No of sad frames
F

No of neutral frames






 





 

F1 contain the membership values of video input in 

different classes. 

 

3. For Audio Analysis: 

Call AudioAnalyzer(Audio, Feature Vector F2) 

If average pitch (Pa) of the entire clip is 

computed using PRAAT
2
. 

Threshold Pitch is 337Hz from Equation (5). 

Feature Vector F2= {Happy, Sad, Neutral} is 

calculated as: 

    If (Pa < 337Hz)  

        Then F2= {1, 0, 0} 

    Else if (Pa >337 Hz) 

        Then F2= {0, 1, 0} 

    Else F2= {0, 0, 1} 

 

4. Fusion(video features F1, audio features F2): 

Final classification is done using Baye’s formula in 

Equation (6): 

1

1
( | ) ( | )

N

k k n

i

P E x P E x
N 

   

Where P(Ek|x1) = F1 = Video Features, P(Ek|x2)= F2 = 

Audio Features, N=2 (Number of classifiers), k=3 

(Number of classes). 

For Example, if F1 is calculated as {0.6, 0.3, 0.1} and 

F2 is calculated as {1, 0, 0}. Then membership value 

for Happy class= 
2

1 1

1

1
( | ) ( | )

2
n

i

P E x P E x


 
 

0.6 1
0.8

2


 

 
 

Similarly, for Sad class P(E2|x)=0.15, and for Neutral 

class P(E3|x)=0.05. 

Based on maximum membership value review is 

finally classified as: 

    If max (Happy)  

        Class=Positive 

    If max (Sad)  

        Class=Negative 

If max (Neutral)  

     Class=Neutral 

 

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT IN 

JUXTAPOSITION WITH OTHER 

TECHNIQUES: 
For experimental purpose we analyzed 30 videos 

of customer reviews as mentioned in Table 1. These 

videos are collected from different social sites, 

shopping sites, weblogs and YouTube, Expotv etc. 

The results of 23 observations out of 30 were 

favorable, which is approximately 76.34% shown by 

confusion matrix in Table 2. Favorable results are 

those results which are accurately classified to the 

class they belong to. Unfavorable results are those 

results which are wrongly classified to the class they 

don’t belong to. 

The accuracy of proposed system is compared 

with the accuracy of other sentiment analysis 

approaches in Figure 8 which is much higher than 

other opinion mining techniques.

Table 1. Data Set of analyzed videos 

 

 

 

Table 2. Confusion matrix for analyzed videos 

Videos Link 

Laptop Review https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QF9x3ArzZ3k 

Movie Review https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwjFZWEmw0c 

Beauty Product Review https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DeMbKWHBR8 

Car Review https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ww1YkmArX70 

Water Purifier https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VzgG7LTodUs 
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Truth 

P
re

d
ic

ti
o

n
 

Classes Happy Sad Neutral 

Happy 10 1 1 

Sad 0 6 1 

Neutral 2 2 7 

Accuracy Rate for each class 0.833 0.667 0.77 

Total Accuracy 76.34 

 

 
Fig 8. Comparison of Audio-visual approach with other sentiment analysis approaches

 

V. CONCLUSION 
Senti Audio Visual algorithm automatically 

classifies customer’s reviews as Positive, Negative, or 

Neutral and hence helps the peer customers to go for 

that product or not. The algorithm is multimodal 

means uses more than one signal in order to increase 

the accuracy of classification over the other sentiment 

analysis techniques. Several audio and video features 

like smiles, sadness, pitch, intensity are used in order 

to detect the emotions of a customer. Baye’s classifier 

utilizes both audio and video features in order to 

declare a customer review as positive, negative or 

neutral. The complexity of system is reduced since it 

considers basic audio-video features which are easy 

to detect and analyze. 

 

VI. FUTURE WORK 
Future work involves customizing the proposed 

system according to the size of videos in which we 

can consider the variable number of input frames to 

VideoAnalyzer module.  Also we can include some 

other audio features like pauses etc. in order to 

enhance the classification. The existing system can be 

extended to analyze both audio and video signals 

simultaneously unlike this system where we have 

separated audio- video signals and analyze them 

sequentially. A parallel processing of audio-visual 

signals will reduce the time of review classification. 

Hence will results into a faster sentiment analysis 

system. 
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ENDNOTES 

1      In this research, MATLAB 2010a is used.  

MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox Release 2010a, the   

MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United 

States. Maltab: http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ 

2  For audio analysis PRAAT is used. PRAAT: 

http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/  

3  open SMILE: http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/  

4  For face Detection and Normalization FACE++ 

is used. 

 Face++: http://www.faceplusplus.com/ 

5.  https://www.mashape.com/apicloud/facerect 


